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SKU: MSPBT200B

SYSTEM BUILDER SKU: NA

PRODUCT SKU: MSPBT200B

PRODUCT: DIAMOND Mini Rocker Mobile Portable Wireless Bluetooth Speakers for iPhone iPad Smartphone and all other Bluetooth Devices - Black

PRODUCT DETAILED DESCRIPTION

You no longer have to compromise performance in your portable audio experience. The Diamond Mini Rockers are a pocket sized power house. Combined with Bluetooth wireless streaming a built in patented retractable cable system is also included for your wired audio devices. Wireless or wired. You don't have to worry about carrying extra pieces or cords getting tangled. These portable mini speakers magnetically fasten together and are only 2”x4”, making it the perfect size for quality sound on the go.

Each speaker twists open to expand for extra resonant bass. The MSPBT200’s lithium batteries are fully rechargeable through the included USB Y-cable. One charge provides six to eight hours of playing time. Perfect for MP3 players, smart phones, portable CD players, net books, laptops, and desktop computers, the Diamond Mini Power speakers come equipped with a standard 3.5mm headphone port for easy plug and play.

PRODUCT FEATURES

- Bluetooth specification 2.1(class 2)+EDR
- Support Profiles: A2DP / AVRCP
- Stable streaming on Bluetooth wireless technology
- Working distance: 10m (outdoor operating space)
- 6 Hours of Play Time
- Power Output: 4W
- Rechargeable Li-Polymer
- Battery Input: DC5V
- Speakers: 4 Ohm
- Dimension: 4” x 2”
- Patented Built-In Retractable Cables
- Standard 3.5mm audio plug
- Works with all MP3 music players, IPOD™, IPhone™ and Laptops

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

CPU
CPU SPEED
MEMORY
HARD DISK
SYSTEM BUS
SLOT
CHASSIS
MONITOR
INTERNET ACCESS
USB
CD DVD
POWER SUPPLY

OPERATING SYSTEM

FORM FACTOR

DIMENSIONS [PRODUCT]: 3.25 x 4.625 x 3.25 inches [RETAIL BOX]: 3.25 x 4.625 x 3.25 inches [S BUILDER]:

WEIGHT [PRODUCT WEIGHT]: .35 lbs [PRODUCT WITH CONTENT WEIGHT]: .50 lbs

UPC

RETAIL PACKAGE UPC: 757448021738

PACKAGE CONTENT

- BLUETOOTH DIAMOND MINI ROCKER SPEAKERS WITH TRAVEL POUCH BLACK
- QUICK START GUIDE

WARRANTY

One Year Limited Warranty

PRODUCT WEBPAGE

http://www.diamondmm.com/MSPBT200B.php

PRODUCT NOTES

California Health & Safety Notice: The solder used in this product contains lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects and other reproductive harm. Please wash hands after handling internal components and circuit boards and avoid inhalation of fumes if heating the solder.
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